Civilization is the process that is persisting from the evolution of man till the present. Have you ever sat back or thought of sitting back to realize where to take a look at the journey of your life and where your life is taking you? If yes success is for sure as you are careful about your footprints. If no, just take a look so that you can avoid facing difficulties. The same manner after thinking about my way I was just carried away to think about how could have humanity reached this level? What would have been before Television, How would have people travelled long-distance, How would have they communicated before Graham Bell inventing telephones? This paper is all about journey of civilization. Now let me ask to sit back comfortably to take a travel of our own civilization.

Let me also ask for a promise that each individual who have travelled through this paper will further this travel to reach the destiny of true civilization.

Ms.Priya Prabhakar.
THE PATH AND DESTINY OF CIVILIZATION

INTRODUCTION:

The human being evolved from animal is a barbarian with more animal quality. The transition of this barbarian into a cultured civic that is inculcating human quality is called civilization. Civilization can be defined as the process of civilizing or becoming civil. It can also be defined as a society in an advanced state of social development, the people slowly progressing from barbarism to civilization. A civilized society is often characterized by advanced agriculture, long-trade, occupational specialization and urbanism. From the ancient times there is lot of civilization that existed to change the barbarians to civilized human. In this paper let us take a look at the various civilizations that took place in the man making process and generate a futuristic idea for a perfect civilization to take place. We shall take a different classification to zoom into the various types of civilizations, the classifications are

- Ancient Civilization
- Medieval Civilization
- Modern Civilization
- Post-Modern civilization
ANCIENT CIVILIZATION:

- Ancient civilization, otherwise called the Primitive civilization is nothing but the early civilization that took place comprising primarily of the nomadic tribal group of people got settled in a particular place along the riverside of a region.

- When man first appeared he was a scavenger later he transformed into a hunter. As he led the hunter-gatherer life, the transition of these hunter-gathers to agriculturalist came through Neolithic revolution. They learnt the technique of farming, domesticated animals and started to settle down in specific region along the river bank as the soil there would be fertilized fetching them a maximum yield and also the water flowing in the river can be used for the agricultural purpose.

- The process of controlling fire was discovered by the members of this civilization. Once they had a lighting struck to the earth by which fire was formed. Later analyzing the characteristics they discovered that fire can be got by striking two stones hardly. The control of fire benefited the members largely. The fire helped them protect from animals as the early man did not have proper shelter, it helped them to move to colder region where the warmth was given by the fire and they started cooking with the art of controlling fire.
As the people got settled along the river side, they did agriculture. When the environmental situation favored them they did farming in the river banks and later when the environmental conditions did not favor agriculture they went for hunting. Hence agriculture and hunting became the basis for their subsistence.

Later as time evolved these members started to produce more food grains which they stored for their subsistence during the unfavorable condition of environment. This extra yield was possible by the organized irrigation techniques and mono-cropping.

At this point there were many signs of permanent settlement. These permanent settlement paved way for the formation of small villages. Canals, shadufs, channels, dykes, weirs and reservoirs helped the accomplishment of irrigation.

During early times of Ancient civilization when there weren’t permanent settlement people lived in caves and later in the smaller villages they lived in house built with reeds and straws. They were single storied.

Early members used animal skin and leaves as their clothing and later cloths were made out of fur and leather.
Tools were made out of stone primarily then later as days evolved metals were used to make tools. The period where stone was used to make tools were known as Stone Age and the period when metals were used to make tools were divided into two categories namely Bronze Age and Iron Age. The metal bronze was used during the Bronze Age and the metal iron was used during the Iron Age and hence the period was named accordingly.

With the flow of time agricultural production were superfluous where traders and merchants and some of the wealthy persons who had over surplus of food to share clubbed to form the city.

When the city was formed, legal system or the government was formed with king as the ruling authority of the particular region.

A group of noble people or priests or holy men formed the next ring. They developed a special social class for them as they were given preferences than the commoners by the kings. They helped the king in making decision and guided them during the reign of the king.

Soldiers were formed to protect the region from the attack or invasion of the other. Taxes were collected from the members to provide living for the soldiers and buy seeds that were needed by the agriculturalists.
The kings were regarded to god at the earlier stage. The practice of burying the dead human evolved during the Ancient civilizations.

After structuring the kingdom the kings were keen in developing architecture in their region. The fame of the kings of olden days depended on the architecture. Many labors were given the job of building these famous public buildings.

Economy was in terms of commodity. Example: In the ancient times when an amount of metal is traded equal amount of another commodity like food grains or other commodity were given in return.

Pot making techniques were learnt. Painted pots were also designed by the members of Ancient civilization.

The houses in the cities were made of burnt bricks. The houses of the commoners were single storied. The walls were constructed using bricks and the roof with straws or reefs.

Mathematics evolved much earlier. Pre-historic peoples recognized how to count physical quantities and abstract quantities like time, days, seasons and years. The counting was followed by the basics, addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. Later arithmetic, algebra and geometry appeared to help the members calculate taxation and other financial calculations for building and construction and for astronomy.

- Education was given to members of the upper class or the affluent people. Education at that time was the business. The warriors would teach their children about the warfare, the merchants or traders would teach their children about the trade activity, the priest would teach their children with the Vedas but the children of the slaves weren’t taught of anything.

- Medicine during this time was got from plants. The juice extract of the medicine are used for curing diseases.

- Transportation through road by the help of bullock cart evolved during this Ancient civilization. Early to this the members moved on foot from one place to the other.

- Each region had their own language for communicating with the co-members. Before the origin of language actions and expressions were used to communicate.

- As like language the writing pattern too differed from region to region. Each region had a set of symbols which constituted the letters for writing.
The members of this civilization had belief on gods and goddess. There prevailed many gods and goddess. Most of these gods and goddess represented the natural resources like the seas, rivers, sun, moon, sky, rain etc. Hinduism was the first specific religion that evolved.

The accuracy in measuring length, mass and time was achieved. The oldest known instance of written music dates to Ancient civilization.

These developments in the society gradually led to the next degree of civilization.

MEDIEVAL CIVILIZATION:

The settlement of members in a wider range where a group of regions joins to form a civilization is called medieval civilization.

All the Ancient civilization as days evolved created a wide range of settlement resulting in the formation of nation.

The early evolution of the Ancient civilization went to its next step and geared its movement towards the finest.
The period of the medieval civilization was called as the age of discoveries. There were many inventions and discoveries made by the members of Medieval civilization.

The transition period of early and medieval times had the birth of Jesus by which the Christianity spread a vast area covering most of the western part of the world. Same time the Islamic prophet Mohammed was given birth in the medieval time where he is said to be the man behind the spread of Islamic religion.

The world’s largest Christian church “THE CATHOLIC CHURCH” was established. It was said that the Jesus has appointed 12 apostles instructing then to continue his work and teaching after his death. Hence a communion of the western and eastern catholic churches operated schools, universities, hospitals, mission, shelters and charities.

The governance of medieval times had its hierarchy as follows King, Nobility, Freemen and Peasants. Clergy, very often were members of the noble class.

Religion that is the Catholic Church played a major part in the government during the medieval times.
Universities were established during the medieval times where people could learn about literature, metaphysics, science, medicine, astronomy, and philosophy.

The Arabic numerals evolved during the medieval times. A book called “Canon of medicine” summarized the medicine of Greek, Indian and Muslim physicians up until that time. This became an authoritative text in medical education of this period.

Hospitals for the public were setup. It had wards for each disease. The hospital consisted of monks forming the finance and administration department, hospital administrator, medical superintendent, person in charge for food supplies and drugs, chief physicians, doctors for each ward, surgeons, medical assistant and pharmacists.

The origin and evolution of the game “Chess” dates back to this medieval time.

The art in the medieval time was produced in many media, and the works that remain in large numbers include sculpture, illuminated manuscripts, stained glass, metal works and mosaics. The decorative art such as metal work, ivory carving, enamel and embroidery using precious metals were highly values than paintings or sculpture. Fresco wall-painting and tapestry also existed but it did not have a high survival rate.
All types of cooking during this period were under the direct fire. Front-loaded bread ovens were there for cooking. As they were expensive to construct only the large households and bakery had these ovens. It was also common for communities to have shared ownership of an oven to ensure that the bread baking essential to everyone was made communal.

Early in the period cooking was done in open hearth in the middle of the main living area. Towards the late middle times a separate kitchen area began to evolve which kept away the smoke, odors, bustle and the fire risk.

Music instruments of the medieval times included wooden flute, string instruments like lute, mandora, gittern and psaltery. The early forms of organ, fiddle and trombone existed.

Medieval music was both sacred and secular. Monophonic genres prevailed early during this period. Polyphonic started to develop late during the period.

Medieval philosophy consisted of Theology, Metaphysics, Natural philosophy, logic, Philosophy of mind and ethics.
During later part of this period the houses became larger in size which was two storied.

There were plays that were staged during the medieval times. This stage served as the theatre of medieval times.

Horses served as a mode of transport during the medieval times. Horses were used in wars and agriculture. Horse carriage were later evolved for long distant journey of the members.

Slave trade existed during the medieval times. Anyone whose mother was a slave became a slave, the one who was captured in the battle became slaves, one who was sold for debt also became slaves.

Paper currency and coin currency evolved during the medieval times. Banks weren’t like organizations as we have today. Individuals lent money to the needy, rate of interest varied from time to time.

Stratification was rooted deep during the medieval period. Slaves led a very pathetic life in the society.
Women were married immediately after they attained puberty. Members were married within the class. Members who over ruled the norms of the class were expelled from the society. No members socialized with the expelled member of the society.

Plate armor, cannon, volley gun, cornered gunpowder, supergun and some missile weapons were the evolution in the military discipline.

All these improvements geared up the civilization into its next level.

MODERN CIVILIZATIONS:

The modern civilization had its start from the discovery of Christopher Columbus. In his first voyage he discovered an island which is now named as Bahamas. The Indigenous people of the place were friendly and peaceful. He also made a note that these people had scar on their body. When he inquired them on what had happened through actions, they indicated that people from the nearby island came to capture them and they defended themselves. He thought that he could make them Christians easily as they had no religion and soon colonized that region.
The modern civilization had a significant development in the field of science, politics, warfare and technology. This period was regarded as the “Age of Discovery”. The earlier stage of this period is also called the “Age of Trade”.

Many sea routes were discovered during this period. Long-distant travel between the continents was possible through water ways. When people from explored a new place they colonized those place.

When this sea routes were established almost all landforms in the globe got habited and the influence of the colonizing people were stamped on the natives.

During the period of colonization a strong centralized government was formed. The people colonizing people formed the members of the government. The natives of the place were not given equality.

Native people in the foreign colonies struggled for independence and in the middle - late period of this modern civilization most of the country was independent and formed its own governance.

There prevailed wars between the countries, the great wars of the global tenure the World War I and World War II was fought during this period. United Nations was formed as to maintain peace amongst the nations.
The inventions of road and air transport vehicles are to the credits of modern civilizations. From the bicycle to the airplanes were invented during the modern civilization. Rail road were also established.

In the communication discipline from the organized postal system through rails to modern electronic mail is formulated during the modern civilization. Telephones and mobile phones are also an added credit to the inventions of modern civilization.

A vast inflation in the field of science was the elite part of the modern civilization. Fields like physics, chemistry, astronomy, earth sciences, environmental sciences, life science, cognitive science, computer science, mathematics, statistics, systems science, anthropology, economics, linguistics, psychology, geography, philosophy, political science, sociology, agronomy, architecture, education, engineering, health science, management, military science and spatial science had its origin and evolution during this civilization.

The wide spread of the disciplines created a relatively wide disciplines in the field of education and job.

The Government of each country was divided into central and state. The country as a whole was controlled by the central government for its easy administration.
state government was set up. Democratic government was setup all over the globe.

- The early part of the Modern civilization did have stratification of caste and religion but later in the period the stratifications were less thought. In the later part marriages took place between members of different continents.

- With the discovery of internet communication between individuals was made simple. Within minute individuals can communicate to one corner of the globe being at the other corner.

- Internet also made interdisciplinary exposure to any individual. It made the distance vanish. One can buy products available at any corner of the world. The cultural demarcation was wiped off totally by the use of internet.

- Bank was transformed into an institution where an organization was setup employing officials who lent and saved money and property for the members of the society.

- Automatic teller machine, Credit card and debit card was an added credit in the banking facilities of the modern civilization.
Educational institutions were setup from the kindergarten to the Universities. Later in the period pre-schools were added to the system where infants were put into a school as parent of the kid would be working making them unable to take care of the kid. The highest level of degree that is awarded to an individual is Doctor of Science.

Education was completely science based during the modern civilization. Engineering arena had the highest significance due to rise of software engineering and Multinational companies which let the individuals a chance to work in the developed country.

The distribution of resources and the echelon of the country were diversified. Hence there prevails three stratum of countries namely developed, developing and under developed countries.

Women saw a seemingly improved position in the society. They were given education and were employed. They had their own earning to make out their living. Women stamped their places in every field from corporeal arena to space.

Motion cameras were invented and the art of filming evolved. The earlier version had black and white pictures and later version of colour pictures evolved.
Many languages had evolved in the modern civilization like English, Italian, French, German, Spanish, Latin, Chinese, Arabic, Gujarati, Bengali, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada, Hindi, Japanese, Kashmiri, Korean, Malay, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Persian, Punjabi, Russian, Sanskrit, Sinhala, Urdu etc. To facilitate understanding English was declared as the universal language.

As we have an array of language, each was evolved from concerned ethnic groups, for example Telugu people spoke the Telugu language, the Kannadigas spoke Kannada language, People of Nepal spoke Nepali language, People of US spoke American English and people from British (U.K) spoke British English, People from France spoke French and so on.

There existed multiple religion namely Hinduism, Christianity, Muslims, Buddhism, Jainism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Sikhism, Taoism, Shinto, etc.

Later in the civilization there were many strata of people concerning the belief on God. One were the group who firmly believed on the presence of god, the other were the group who believed that there is some supreme power controlling the flow of life and rest doesn’t believe in the existence of deities. The first group was called as theist and the later two as atheist.
There were many evolutions in the musical instruments and wide varieties of genres were formulated like the rock, jazz, blues, country, hip-hop, etc. Vocal music with lyrics evolved. Similarly many dance forms were also coined like bharathanatiyam, kathakali, hip-hop, salsa, ball dance, etc.

Individuals had a chance to taste the cuisine of foreign land by the establishment of restaurants and accommodating tourist became easy by the establishment of hotels.

The art of meditating is gaining importance in the later part of the modern civilization due to increased stress level of the individuals. There are many yoga centers established worldwide and is gaining attention from maximum members of this civilization.

The rate of divorce is increased in the modern civilization as there are no dependency between the couples and the opting criteria for selecting the partner. There is no degree of tolerance found among the individuals of this civilization.

As the parent are employed and busy in their schedule they forget to spend time with their children and the transfer of ethics, humanity and moral is completely missing in the growing members of the civilization.
Many industries were setup during the reign of this civilization. Textile industry, metal industry, machine industry, automobile industry, chemical industry, petroleum industry, software industry, electronic industry, etc. The establishment of these industries has both advantages and disadvantages.

The advantages are like the hard effort of man is reduced, sophistication level is increased, many individuals got employed, mass production of goods was made possible and easy, time consumption for the production of goods got reduced and so on.

The disadvantages are the industries caused water pollution, air pollution, the natural resources got depleted, industries contribution to the climate change which is the alarming issue of the present, increased disease rate, child labour, etc.

Bulk production of books was made possible in early and mid period of this civilization. Steam-powered printing presses became popular in the early 1800s. These machines were able to print 1,100 sheets per hour. The use of book has been minimized with the invention of internet where boundless reference and information are available online.
There was migration of people from rural areas to the urban areas in search of job. This led to the concept of urbanization. Urbanization resulted due to the modernization and industrialization of the society.

There are many types of currencies that evolved in this civilization like, the dollar, pound, ringgit, rupees, franc, piso, Schilling, wén, yen, etc. Each currency corresponds its country like Dollar is used in places like the United States, Australia, Canada, Fiji, Dominica, Bermuda, Hong Kong, Mongolia, New Zealand, Penang, Singapore, etc. whereas franc is used in France, Luxembourg, Geneva, etc.

Each currency has its own value during the time of exchange that is One American Dollar equals 45 rupees in Indian rupees. The same way 1 pound of Germany is equal to 71 rupees in India. Same way 1 American Dollar equals 85 yen in Japan and 1 pound in Germany equals 133 yen in Japan. These values are fixed depending primarily on economic, political and marketing factors of a country.

The housing pattern and the architecture have gone complex. Multi-storied buildings have evolved in this civilization. Channel tunnel of Strait of Dover, CN tower of Canada, Empire state building of New York, Golden gate Bridge of Golden Gate Strait, Itaipu dam of Parana river, Delta works of Netherlands, Panama canal of Isthmus of Panama, Taj Mahal of India are some of the famous architectural structures of this civilization. Even houses were of complex structure.
with two to three storied building. Apartments or the flat system was coined during this civilization.

- Police, the person who were empowered to enforce the law, protect property and reduce civil disorder were established during this civilization.

- Space exploration was at its peak during the modern civilization. As every possible exploration and invention is done in the planet earth the science and exploration has reached a step into the space.

- There were many astronauts and satellites sent to moon, mars and space. And there were even women astronauts like Sunitha Williams and Kalpana Chawla who carved their steps in the moon.

- Years later the life might be evolving in other planets either naturally or artificially which would carry the civilization to its advancement.

**ON-GOING TREND OF THE CIVILIZATION:**

- The On-going trend of the civilization makes me to think whether we are moving towards civilization or away from it.
The current trend is completely away from what civilization was primarily defined of. We were halfway through in the man-making process and now suddenly we are deteriorating possessing maximum of animal or evil character.

There are many social calamities prevailing in this civilization. Violence, Poverty, Unemployment, Corruption, Drugs, etc.

The primary focus of the individuals has been set to Money. They are ready to do anything for earning money and status in the society.

The earning is made easily in an unethical means. This has led to many evils and affected many lives in the society.

Entering into virtual space and erasing the demarcation of geographical boundaries the feeling of GLOBAL ONENESS is very essential for a progressive uplift of the human community.

Every individual of the present are found of rapidness. Rapidness serves with immediate positive results accompanying less durability and standard, where as progression also gives positive result but the result got is progressive, sustained and with maximum quality. The best between the two is progressive growth. This
analysis is not made or not given importance as the vision of the individuals are of short- term and for immediate results.

- The wastes from the industries are not treated properly and are disposed into the nature polluting its purity. The water in the river and lake are mixed with the water waste from the industry. The green house gases are mixed with the atmospheric air resulting in health issues of the public.

- The corruption is deep routed and many officials who play an important role in the governance and administration are with corrupted hands failing to remember that the life of them is got from destroying the life of other.

- Frequent upgradation of models without necessity has resulted in natural, economic and consumer squandering.

- The democracy is made just a name but the countries are under complete authority. The government servants from the low cadre to higher cadre and administrators are completely authoritarian taking decisions for their needs. Getting placed in government post they dream them to be placed in high value and expect public to give them respect whereas they don’t respect the public.
All the seven blunders of the world listed by Gandhi ji along with the eighth blunder included by his grandson Arun Gandhi prevails in this civilization. The eight blunders are (i) wealth without work, (ii) pleasure without conscience, (iii) Knowledge without character, (iv) commerce without morality, (v) science without humanity, (vi) worship without sacrifice, (vii) politics without principle and (viii) rights without responsibility.

Education, job, solution for a problem everything depends on money. If one bribes money he gets his desired degree without even attending the college, he gets placed in job without efforts and marks, he is favored even if he has committed injustice. Due to such actions educated individuals with qualification gets affected and some do not even get educated and indulge in terrorism.

For a better and complete civilization all these drawbacks should be corrected.

POST MODERN CIVILIZATION:

The further step of civilization will be the universal civilization. As the universal explorations are at their peak soon there will be life made possible on other planet.
- When life evolves in a new planet the life pattern and living will be transformed from the planet earth to the newly habited planet.

- Like airplane in future rocket and likes would be an added mode of transport. At the start of this civilization affluent people who could afford to a space travel will migrate from planet earth.

- They would go and establish their presence there, if the new world is naturally evolved the migration of the human from earth there would be like the invasion of primitive landowner like the British, French, or Portugal.

- If they migrate with same kind of mental setup then for sure they would form an authoritarian based government and may also lead into a different way like each entering the new planet would fight against them for their leadership or importance as we are still an evil animal. I would not call them animal as animals are better than the now existing human which could be clearly portrayed from the characteristics of an elephant. Elephant exhibits an character called altruism which is found not even a percent in majority of the human beings. They even work hard and toil themselves for the humanity. Animals do exhibit a large amount of thankfulness. They save the lives of the owners, they even cry if they
lost their owner many uncommon human characteristics which is absent in human is present in animals.

- I don’t say human to be like animals which is impossible as we have evolved to a great distance from them, but we at least must have some of the basic characters that it has.

- If everything around the globe goes natural then there can be no social problems, environmental problems or any other conflicts. The problem arises when human thinks to over-power the nature. It is to be understood that Earth or the planet was primarily here and it is eternal, so it will only be the humanity which will get destroyed with more artificiality and rapidness and not the earth or nature. So register SAVE HUMANITY and not SAVE NATURE.

- The mistake of the late medieval and early modern generation who have forget to instill the values, moral, humanity, thinking, empathy, forgivingness in their kids has led to such heartbreaking society. They were concerned in earning money; they did anything for earning money majority in an unethical way which made the absence of value, moral, humanity in the current generation. As there was superfluous money they got anything their kid asked for which made them depriving from thinking. As both the parents were busy officially they could not spend time with their children together from where the lost empathizing and
forgiving. So I would say earning is important but family and children are more important than money hence balancing of professional and personal life is very important. This problem can be solved when virtual space rules. Parents can work from home, Children can study from home and balancing will become easy.

➤ Everything starts and ends at two defined destiny, the light or the dark. If a progressive approach is applied, progressing along the nature we the humanity will end at the light (success) of nature and if we have a rapid approach looking to win nature we will end at dark (failure) of humanity.

➤ The democracy must be maintained everywhere, Corruption must be eradicated from its root, Global unity must spread, Attraction towards positivity must flourish, One must live his own life as he will not get the same life again, officials and administrators must be with their due responsibility, invention and technology must be with altruism, Industries and trades must be with morality, police and court must be with conscience, teachers and parents must be inspirational, passionate and loveable, society must be with empathy, sympathy, equality and motivation, friendship must be without backstabbing and with truth, relationship must be with trust, affection, care, forgiveness and support, education must be with knowledge and practicality, life must be lived and worthy, nature must be loved and served, profession must be with dedication and without
greed and ego, worship of soul must evolve, words must be with truth and admiration, growth must be progressive and must leave behind inspirations for future. If all such qualities are cultivated then civilization would reap its real meaning.

- All these can be achieved through virtualization. The virtual space will have all the communication recorded which can be a way to eradicate corruption and injustice. Virtualization will provide employment for everyone either by earning an income or owning a business. Virtualization will make the movement of individuals less where terrorism or violence cannot travel easily and can be spotted out easily. This will also help in the eradication of environmental issues and the unnecessary upgradation of technology.

- A graph drawn from the statistics of a poll in orkut community shows that out of 170 members 30 members were at the age of 20 and below, 131 members were at the age of 21-30, 6 members were at the age of 31-40, no members were at the age of 41-50 and 3 members were at the age of 50 and above.

- This clearly states that the future generation will be virtual as major constituent of the community was by the members of age 21-30.
**CONCLUSION:**

- Civilizing is not just an easy process. Anything you take will have both positives and negatives in it. The clear scanning and thinking of the right and wrong would eradicate the negatives. Each individual is unique in their own way, a stipulated rules ruling everyone will diminish that individualism.
• It is to be understood that not only technology or economy will decide the percentage of civilization but it is also the humanity which will be a deciding factor for civilization.

• Civilization is meant for the whole humanity and not particularly for any region. Hence globalization is important. Nothing is static, change is the key term that lives every millisecond of its life. Globalization cannot degrade any region if it is perceived in the right way. Positives from every corner of the world should be taken and made spread all over the world which could make the globalization a successful one.

• I would like to stress that no one in this world is superior to other. For example let us consider the case of inequality between the male and female gender. Men are physically strong and women are mentally strong. Men can alone do physical jobs but they cannot distinguish whether the job is necessary or not. Women can distinguish the must and unnecessary but cannot implement tough physical jobs. Hence both this physical and mental strength must go hand in hand for a better global standard.

• The self centered approach of the individuals must change. I’m what I’m, this is the most common and famous status message of the youths in all social networking sites. I’m what I’m strategy is excellent to develop individualism
when it doesn’t disturb or spoil others. But to a point the characterization must be flexible as all are not tamed 100% at the start. So you can create your own path for destiny checking it to be ethical way by not spoiling the one on your way.

➢ To conclude I would finally like saying that there is some reason for your birth in this world, you are born with no enemy, you are born with no money, you come being you and leave this earth being you, hence go in search for the meaning of your life and complete the target set by the nature to you which could be the only way to reach success in your life.